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A MESSAGE FROM OUR CEO
The 2015-2016 financial year built on the momentum that we generated in the previous five years. We continued
to deepen our impact and to grow the number of school communities and leaders benefiting from the Partners for
Possibility programme.
We started the year on 259 partnerships and ended on 396 which
means that we launched 137 partnerships during this period. This
is a significant increase from 104 partnerships launched during the
previous financial year. During this last year we saw opportunities
and challenges grow in step with our expansion as an organisation. In
the spirit of possibility, these opportunities and challenges unlocked
new energy and innovation from our growing staff complement and
from our community of volunteers, friends and funders.

energy and optimism continue to drive us to create a better life for
ALL our children.

Amongst many achievements was the completion of the 66 Schools
Project, which saw the Matthew Goniwe School of Leadership
and Governance sponsor 66 under-resourced schools from the
Gauteng province to participate in Partners for Possibility (PfP).
Stories abound of how these schools grew to become beacons in
their communities, how principals and teachers found new levels
of energy for their task, and how business leaders joined this
movement for positive change.

Space does not allow for a comprehensive listing of all our
achievements. However, I would like to thank every single person
who has contributed his or her time, expertise, funds and friendship
to the PfP cause. While we are proud of all our achievements and
of every school that emerges
stronger and healthier from
the programme, we are
equally proud of the wonderful
community of supporters who
have joined this cause that is
growing every day.

In the year under review PfP also extended its regional footprint to
include more remote areas. We launched our first partnerships in
the Limpopo province; in Lephalale with generous help and support
from Exxaro and in Letsitele with the help and support of Groep 91
and their partners and suppliers.
Reflecting on our expansion in numbers and regions, we are truly
thankful for the people that share this exciting journey with us. Every
day we have the privilege of working with school principals, business
leaders, experts, volunteers and people from all walks of life whose
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It was heartening to see the work done by PfP being recognised by
organisations in South Africa and abroad. Among the nominations
and awards received was the International Partnership Network
(IPN) Global Best Award which recognised our work in developing
leaders in the education sector.

We thank you and look forward
to many more years of growth
and success for the PfP
programme!
Louise van Rhyn
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ACHIEVEMENTS
While we are most proud of the achievements of 396 partnerships in under-resourced schools, we welcome the external
validation from organisations and industry bodies that recognise our model and the hard work from our community.
While we are most proud of the achievements of 396 partnerships in
under-resourced schools, we welcome the external validation from
organisations and industry bodies that recognise our model and the
hard work from our community.
One of the highlights of the year under review was the international
recognition received at the 2015 Leadership Excellence and
Development Awards (LEAD) Awards which are adjudicated by
HR.com, an international human resource organisation. At a gala
event in Dallas Texas, Symphonia for South Africa was announced as
one of the Top 15 International Leadership Development providers.
PfP was the only programme from the African continent placed in
the Top 15 and thus recognised as one of the Top 500 Leadership
Development programmes in the world.

In 2015, PfP also celebrated its short, but rich history with the
publication of the book: Partners for Possibility – How business
leaders and principals are igniting radical change in South African
schools, written by Mandy Collins. The book documented many of
the stories of successful partnerships and shared the organisation’s
learning journey and its theory of change.

Another international highlight came when Partners for Possibility
was invited to attend the education-focussed International
Partnership Network (IPN) global conference in Belgium. At the
conference, PfP was singled out for its work in developing leaders in
the education sector and, at the same time, addressing some of the
most complex challenges faced by this sector. PfP received an IPN
Global Best Award at this conference.
On local soil, Toastmasters International honoured Dr Louise van
Rhyn with its Toastmasters Communication and Leadership
Award at a function in November 2015. The Award celebrated
her leadership in founding and extending the PfP programme
throughout South Africa.
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OUR IMPACT
The bold and audacious vision of the PfP programme is to improve the quality of education for ALL children in South
Africa by 2025 and in so doing change the story of schools into one of hope and opportunity. PfP is turning this vision
into a reality by capacitating principals in under-resourced schools to lead change and to engage parents and other
community members to become actively involved at their schools.
Whereas most school principals in South Africa have not been
sufficiently equipped for their critical roles as leaders, business
leaders typically benefit from a great deal of leadership
development. The PfP programme partners principals with
experienced business leaders who work with them to achieve four
key “readiness for change” outcomes in their schools, namely:
1. Principals have attained the confidence and energy to lead change
2. Teachers are re-energised and teaching with enthusiasm
3. School Management Teams are aligned and working as a cohesive
unit
4. Parents and community members are actively engaged with
schools.

In this reporting period, over 100 partnerships completed the
12-month PfP programme. At events held across the country to
celebrate this milestone in their leadership journey, principals and
their business partners shared their achievements and stories
that revealed how their participation in PfP has transformed
them personally and impacted their schools, workplaces and
communities. Many principals and business partners described the
transformational impact of having developed a relationship of trust
and reciprocity with their partners across traditional boundaries like
race, class and gender.
Without exception, every principal and business partner reported
having experienced personal and leadership growth which has
changed the way they lead. Some examples of new leadership
practice include:
•

By the end of the 2015/2016 financial year, 396 Partnerships for
Possibility had been launched in under-resourced schools in regions
across South Africa, including Gauteng, Mpumalanga, Limpopo,
Western and Eastern Cape and KwaZulu Natal. These partnerships
have touched the lives of over 310,000 learners, 11,500 teachers and
196,000 parents.

•
•
•
•
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Practicing active listening and encouraging staff to find solutions
to their problems
Proactively encouraging input by every teacher during staff
meetings
Actively shifting conversations away from problems and
deficiencies towards possibilities and contributions
Proactively creating conditions which enable colleagues to do
their best thinking
Holding adult-to-adult contracting conversations with teachers
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Detailed evidence of programme outcomes collected through a
range of monitoring and evaluation (M&E) activities shows that
changes in principal’s leadership practice is positively impacting
the morale and enthusiasm of teachers. At Tswelelopele Primary
School in Gauteng for example, staff report that they feel a greater
sense of belonging, involvement and responsibility for the success
of the school and its learners because of increased engagement and
teamwork with Principal Lebethe since she joined PfP.
Participation in PfP equips principals with the skills to build
community and mobilise parents and other members of the
community to become actively involved in the schools. Whilst
parental engagement remains a challenge in some schools, many
others have experienced a significant increase in the numbers of
parents who attend school meetings.
Almost all schools have experienced an increase in support from
members of the community and other stakeholders. Support has
been received in the form of financial contributions, donations of
equipment, improvements to school infrastructure and many others.
Levana Primary School in Cape Town for example, received a gift of
R1m to build a library and school hall. The Principal and business
partner then persuaded the Department of Culture, Art and Sport
to add an additional R500, 000 to furnish and equip the hall. Gordon
Primary School in Alexandra received a new maths and science lab
equipped with 40 new computers.

The impact of the PfP programme is reflected in these sentiments by
Principal Frans Chiloane of Nandi Primary School in Diepkloof:

“Since I joined the PfP Programme, there are many
measurable differences at my school. As principals
and business partners, we have become a family
and I have realised that I was not alone in facing the
challenges that affected my school. The Partners for
Possibility Programme has opened a door with so many
opportunities for us as a team and has enabled us to do
things differently in order for the school to thrive and
succeed”.
At a PfP celebration event, MEC Panyaza Lesufi said

“We are proud of what this programme has achieved and
proud to support it”

Whilst it may take up to three years for the impact of strengthened
school leadership to show up in improved educational outcomes,
some schools whose principals completed the formal programme
in 2015 have already seen better results. At Fairview Primary School
in Gauteng for example, Annual National Assessment (ANA) scores
rose by an average of 12% after Principal Johanna Kruger joined the
programme.
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FUNDRAISING & SPONSORSHIP
Funding is a challenge for many social enterprises and it is an issue we continue to grapple with, particularly when it
comes to funding for organisational sustainability. However, we have been fortunate to partner with an extraordinary
group of organisations who continue to support us through various funding and sponsorship initiatives.
Long-term relationships with key stakeholders in the civil,
corporate and public sectors are vital in maintaining relevance
and sustainability. During 2015-2016, we therefore focused on
consolidating and strengthening key relationships in all three of
these sectors and believe this indicates that we are maturing as a
social enterprise. In our view, partnerships with the public sector
specifically will be crucial to the future sustainability of social
enterprises in South Africa and we are pro-actively pursuing grant
funding opportunities that are emerging through government. One
example is the Industrial Development Corporation which now
offers interesting and potentially attractive financing opportunities
for social enterprises that want to build their capacity for selfincome generation.
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We anticipate that social enterprises will increasingly move away
from a “charity mind-set” and explore ways to generate an income
by offering a service.
In 2015-16 we had 92 sponsors and we are enormously grateful to
every single organisation and individual who enabled us to impact
137 principals, 137 business leaders and their schools, businesses
and wider communities in a way that no other education-related
intervention could. We owe a particular debt of gratitude to the
following organisations who made significant investments in PfP
during this period: Exxaro, Mapula Trust, FirstRand, Nedbank and
Groep 91, as well as the Mathew Goniwe School of Leadership and
Governance (MGSLG) and Gauteng Department of Education (GDE)
for their sponsorship of 66 principals onto the programme.
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LIST OF SPONSORS
It is impossible to thank everyone individually, but we are privileged to have the support of a network of incredible
organisations who fund our work. Here, in alphabetical order, are those who have supported us in the 2015/2016
financial year.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adrienne Kleinman
Advantage Management
Consulting
American Eagle
Motorcycles
Apeco
ATC South Africa
Auditor-General of South
Africa
Bestmed
Boeing
BTS South Africa
Cape Craft and Design
Institute
Capespan
Cennegi
Citadel
Cora Foundation
CSIR
Dimension Data
Management Services
Douglas Jones Trading
Du Roi Agritech
Edgar Grondel
Efficient Group
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Elite Polyurethane
Engineering
EMP Group
Engen Petroleum
Epic MSL Group
Even Flow Distribution
Exxaro
Exxaro Chairman’s Fund
FirstRand Foundation
Foreign and
Commonwealth Office
General Reinsurance Africa
Genesis Steel
Groep 91 Uitvoer
HCI Foundation
Houers Kooperatief
Humulani Trust
i-Cubed Capital
Ingredion South Africa
Inmarsat Solutions SA
Innovation Group
Jake Maxfield Connections
Leadership Academy For
School Principals
Lewis Stores
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Liberty
Louis Jakobus Rossouw
Mandevco
Mapula Trust
Mashrik Social
Development
Matthew Goniwe School of
Governance and Leadership
(MGSGL)
Mazars Support Services
MediaServe
Metrix Software Solutions
Metropolitan
Microsoft
Mine Own Trading
MMI Holdings
Multotec
Nedbank
Nicole Finney
NUMSA Investment
Company
Nussbaum Foundation
Oaksure Financial Services
Ogilvy & Mather Cape Town
Optinum Solutions
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•

Kaspar Paur

•

Pioneer Foods Education
and Community Trust

•

Polyoak Packaging

•

Sage South Africa

•

Sage HR & Payroll

•

Sanlam

•

SARS

•

Steinhoff at Work

•

The Little Mud Corporation

•

Torre Automotive

•

Torre Management Services

•

Total South Africa

•

TTAG Technologies

•

Umsinsi Health Care

•

Vantage Capital Group

•

Vintage with Love

•

Virtual Market Place
(MySchool)

•

Wahl Industries

•

WEC Projects

•

Woolworths Financial
Services

Our Theory of
Change
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COMMUNITY OF LEARNING
PRINCIPALS FORUM
Community of Learning Principals (CoLP) is a thought leadership
and community building programme that empowers school leaders,
teachers and other key school stakeholders to deal with challenges
in schools, by providing them with information, tools and practical
solutions to problems they regularly face.
In recognition of the need to fully capacitate principals and other
school leaders for their demanding roles, CoLP evolved through
a partnership between the University of the Western Cape, the
University of Johannesburg, Symphonia for South Africa (SSA)
and MySchool, with support from the South African Principals
Association (SAPA).
CoLP consists of a series of talks and panel discussions held every
six weeks throughout the year in Cape Town and Johannesburg.
Through their exposure to experts in a variety of education and
leadership-related subjects, educators became better equipped and
more motivated to deal with the daily challenges they were facing
and were often able to immediately implement practical, proven
solutions in their schools and communities. Attendance at CoLP
events continues to grow and we further multiply the numbers of
people who learn and benefit from the content by recording the
sessions and the sharing them on YouTube.
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Topics covered at Cape Town CoLP events included:
•
•
•

Teacher Support and Wellbeing - which focused on building
effective teams
The Language of Learning and Teaching - which addressed the
issue of language diversity in classrooms
Leadership in Difficult Times, presented by Denzel Pedro Smit

Johannesburg topics included:
•
•
•

“The World and South Africa beyond 2015 (How a Fox sees It)”
by Clem Sunter
Dealing with Group Conflict
School Governing Body Selection and Functionality - with wellknown field experts including Sandi Craig, Reuben Ralephata,
Daya Chetty and Anne Martin.

We would like to express our sincere gratitude to our CoLP partners,
with a special thanks to MySchool who have sponsored the CoLP
programme over the years.
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COMMUNITY BUILDING WORKSHOPS
Our Community Building (CB) workshop is a uniquely structured
two-day experience that brings together a variety of people who are
committed to building stronger communities, in both corporate and
social life. Through a carefully facilitated process, following Peter
Block’s Six Conversations of Community, leaders learn how to use
the power of small groups and creative, effective questions to build
communities that are inclusive, engaged and supportive.
The key principles and skills learned, which can be immediately
applied in any environment or situation, make the CB workshop a
powerful tool for developing teams and building communities in
which every individual has a sense of purpose and value. During
2015-16, participants reported having gained valuable insight and
skills through CB which they felt would enable them to build lasting
connectedness with individuals and groups.
We remain committed to growing the number of people who attend
our CB workshops because they offer a powerful, yet simple means
of building social cohesion and ultimately for strengthening the
fabric of South African society.
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HOW DO I GET
INVOLVED?
Read more about the PfP story, our
successes so far and the need for
more business leaders to become
involved by visiting www.PfP4SA.org
or contacting us directly on
PfP@Symphonia.net
You can also follow us on
Twitter (@PfP4SA) or on
Facebook (Partners for Possibility).

WHAT WE DO
WHAT IS IT?

HAS IT WORKED?

Partners for Possibility (PfP) is a social enterprise that enables
business leaders to make a personal, tangible and sustainable
difference in South Africa’s under resourced schools.

And how! To date hundreds of school principals and business leaders
have joined PfP, and the results have been incredible. Because the
programme builds leadership capacity while addressing specific
challenges in each school, the benefits of PfP are both tangible and
sustainable. Support for PfP is not a hand-out – it is an investment in
meaningful and lasting change which creates school environments
that are more conducive to high quality teaching and learning and
which ultimately leads to improved education outcomes.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
The PfP programme is a carefully designed, 12-month leadership
development programme in which the majority of learning and
development occurs while business leaders and school principals
work together to address challenges in schools. Both leaders also
attend three leadership training courses and participate in facilitated
sessions with other principals and business leaders.

WHY IS IT NEEDED?
Around 20,000 schools in South Africa are deemed to be failing. In
short, the education system is in crisis and most school principals
are not equipped for the change process they need to lead. It’s a
mammoth task, but not an insurmountable one if the private sector
offers its expertise and support. Without help, these schools cannot
provide the quality of education that gives young South African’s the
prospect of a bright future as productive members of society and as
the future workforce of the country.

WHO CAN PARTICIPATE?
Business leaders and entrepreneurs from a variety of large
corporates and small companies have joined already. Businesses
that regularly send leaders to PfP include Nedbank, Woolworths,
Multotec and Virgin Active amongst others.

WHAT DO WE NEED?
Three things:
1. Funding to ensure organisational sustainability and enable
scale-up so that PfP can grow at an increasingly rapid rate and
multiply its impact.
2. Sponsorship of programme participants - predominantly for
principals, but in some instances for business leaders who do not
have the backing of a large corporate.
3. Many more corporates and individual business leaders who
are prepared to commit to the programme and contribute to
sustainable improvements in South Africa’s education system.
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OUR THEORY OF CHANGE
Quality
education for all
children in South
Africa by 2022

SCHOOL AT THE
CENTRE OF COMMUNITY

UNDERLYING
ASSUMPTIONS

3-5 years

Impact: Improved Educational Outcomes
Fewer students dropping out
before writing National Senior
Certificate (NSC) exams

More students reaching
curriculum numeracy and
literacy milestones

Students performing better in
Annual National Standardised
Tests (ANAs)

Students possess critical
thinking, problem solving and
digital literacy skills

Increasing proportion of
students who pass NSC exams

2 years

Medium Term Outcomes

School Management Team Aligned and Cohesive
SMT effectively plans,
co-ordinates and delegates

Teachers - Energised and Motivated
Express enthusiasm
for teaching and
learning

Parents & Community - Engaged

More teachers
undertaking regular
professional
development
activities

Less absenteeism,
more curriculum
coverage

Community
supporting school
initiatives

More parents attend
school meetings

1 year

Short Term Outcomes: School Principal - Confident and Competent
Collaborates widely with
school stakeholders

Actively engages staff in
decision making

Proactively
communicates school
vision

Recognises and
celebrates achievements

Actively promotes
teachers’ development

Proactively engages with
school stakeholders

Outputs
Techniques to enhance
one’s own and other’s
thinking

Ability to develop
generative relationships

Skills for dealing with
challenging people and
situations

Skills and tools for
mobilising stakeholders

Understanding by business
leaders of the challenges
faced by under-resourced
schools and communities

Skills for dealing
with ambiguity and
complexity

PfP Programme Activities
Time to Think Workshop

Flawless Consulting Workshop

Learning from PfP Partner

Community Building
Workshop

Portfolio of Evidence

Communities of Practice
Self Reflections

Leadership Coaching

1. The unit of change is the school. After his extensive study of schooling
in America, the internationally acknowledged expert in educational
improvement, John Goodlad, recognised that the critical unit of change
for improving education is the school1. The PfP process will change
education one school at a time, with every school learning to manage its
own unique challenges.
2. The principal is the change leader at the school. A growing volume of
literature recognises school leadership as the critical factor in turning
around an education system in crisis2.
3. The principal needs to be equipped for this task. There is increasing
recognition that the highly specialised role of a school principal requires
specific knowledge, skills and expertise. However, in South Africa, the
majority of school principals are are not being sufficiently equipped for
their role3.
4. Business leaders can support school principals to lead change in their
schools and communities. There are thousands of business leaders in
South Africa who have been well-equipped to assume leadership positions
and manage organisational change. They can support school principals and
help them acquire the knowledge, skills and expertise they need.
5. The principal needs an actively engaged team around him or her to
make change happen. School staff in South Africa, especially teachers,
often feel overburdened, tired and de-energised. Many have become
disengaged4.
6. School staff need parents and other members of the community to
become involved – they can’t lead change alone. Studies show that one
of the key differences between schools that succeed and those that fail is
the extent to which parents and other community members are involved
in the school5.
7. Schools can become magnets for gifts and contributions from
the community. Many South African citizens are keen to make a
contribution, but don’t know how to do so.
8. We can’t expect a quick fix. We need to invest in a school for least three
to five years.
1.
2.

Partnership Plans

3.
4.

PfP Operational Staff

Monitoring & Evaluation
Staff

Learning Process
Facilitators
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Goodlad, J. (1984) A Place Called School. New York: McGraw-Hill.
Jensen (2013) The Five Critical Steps for Turnaround Schools, Grattan Institute (www.alliance21.org.au/.../Jensen_Alliance-21-EducationInnovation.pdf)
Bush, T. et al (2011) Preparing new principals in South Africa: the ACE: School Leadership Program, South African Journal of Education Vol
31:31-43
Iwu, G. et al (2013) Teacher job satisfaction and learner performance in South Africa: Journal of Economics and Behavioral Studies Vol. 5, No. 12,
pp. 838-850, (ISSN: 2220-6140)
Risimati, H. (2001) The Principal’s role in the management of parental involvement in secondary schools in rural areas in Northern Province,
University of South Africa
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FINANCIALS
BALANCE SHEET

PROFIT & LOSS STATEMENT
2016
R

2015
R

2016
R

ASSETS

2015
R

REVENUE GENERATED

Non-Current Assets (property, plant & equipment)

43 438

55 050

CURRENT ASSETS
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

TOTAL ASSETS

•

Circle Event Revenue

•

Partners for Possibility

•

80 000
8 641 193

6 067 051

Community Building workshops

66 800

19 300

31 918

160 955

175 600

299 250

1 814 331

756 457

10 809 842

7 303 013

25 634

91 998

•

PfP Book sales

1 175 305

771 485

•

Community of Learning Principals

666 377

833 973

1 867 316

1 697 456

•

Donations Received

1 910 754

1 752 506

TOTAL INCOME
Other Income

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Retained income

234 852

93 508

375 832

Investment Revenue

4 091

1 771

Operating Expenses

(11 048 236)

(5 712 962)

141 529

1 591 822

1,591,822

(16 012)

141 344

1 575 810

OPERATING PROFIT (LOSS)
LIABILITIES

Finance costs

Non-Current Liabilities

1 282 905

1 244 045

392 997

414 953

Total Liabilities

1 675 902

1 658 998

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

1 910 754

1 752 506

Current Liabilities
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Tel +27 (0)21 913 3507 | Fax +27 (0)21 913 3187 | Email pfp@symphonia.net | PO Box 6552, Welgemoed, 7538 | www.PfP4SA.org

